Abstract-In today's word, mobile devices are changing regularly. Thus the supporting software and applications needs to be regularly updated. Firmware over the air (FOTA) updates is a fresh technology for easy updation of mobile devices. However the FOTA delta size for updates is increasing considerably. Thus optimizing the network consumption for downloading the updates is a big challenge. Large FOTA delta size implies greater network bandwidth consumption while downloading the updates. This paper addresses this problem and aims to reduce the delta size for the FOTA updates. Various algorithms were implemented and their performance was analyzed. The analysis shows that the percentage reduction in delta size is reasonable.
I. Introduction
Over-the-air (OTA) is the method of making data transfers or transactions wirelessly using the cellular network instead of a cable or other local connection. It refers various methods of distributing new software updates, configuration settings, and even updating encryption keys to devices like cell phones, set-top boxes or secures voice communication equipment. In the context of the mobile this OTA is called FOTA (Firmware-Over-The-Air). On modern mobile devices, an over-the-air update may refer simply to a software update that is distributed over Wi-Fi or mobile broadband using a function built into the operating system, with the "over-theair" aspect referring to its use of wireless internet instead of requiring the user to connect the device to a computer via USB to perform the update. FOTA facilitates the following:  Allows manufacturers to remotely install new software updates, features and services -even after a device has been purchased.
Firmware updates through FOTA involves use of tools that enable developers to identify the essential changes from an existing firmware version to a new, updated version and automatically create an extremely compact package (delta update) of the updated firmware. A delta update is an update that only requires the user to download the content that has been changed, not the whole new firmware version. In this work, we aim at generating lesser size delta by efficiently eliminating the redundant content to save network bandwidth and decrease the download time.
In this paper, we introduce a three stage approach, explained in Sec. Ⅲ, to find out the similarity between two files. To further reduce the delta size, we have put many constraints on files that should be matched, based on their size, parent directory, extension, etc. Hence, using the technique of file similarity algorithms along with the different constraints on the files based on the kind of data set we have, our system is able to reduce the delta size by a significant amount.
To evaluate the effectiveness of our system, we have conducted many experiments with different types of FOTA files. Compared with the existing tools, our system performs competitively when the content of two FOTA files differ significantly.
II. Related Work
There have been a large number methods dealing with the problem of finding similar files in a large collection of files using different kind of file similarity algorithms. Many of these existing systems are designed for a single collection of files and not for the two set of files where a file in one set shouldn't be compared with the files in the same set.
As in the domain of data deduplication, chunking algorithms can be mainly divided into two categories: Fix-Size Chunking (FSC) and Variable-Size Chunking (VSC). FSC is simple and faster. It breaks the input stream into fix-size chunks. FSC is used in rsync [1] . A major problem with FSC is the editing (i.e., insertion/deletion) even a single byte in a file will shift all chunk boundaries. A storage system Venti [2] also adopts FSC chunking for its simplicity. VSC derives chunks of variable size and addresses boundary-shifting problem by posing each chunk boundary only depending on the local data content.
VSC was first used to reduce the network traffic required for remote file synchronization. Spring et al. [3] adopts Border's [4] approach to devise the very first chunking algorithm. It aims at identifying redundant network traffic. Muthitacharoen et al. [5] presented a VSC based file system called LBFS which extends the chunking approach to eliminate data redundancy in low bandwidth networked file systems. You et al. [6] adopts VSC algorithm to reduce the data redundancy in an archival storage system. Some improvements to reduce the variation of chunk sizes for VSC algorithm are discussed in TTTD [7] . Recent research TAPER [8] and REBL [9] demonstrate how to combine VSC and delta encoding [10] for directory synchronization. Both schemes adopt a multi-tier protocol which uses VSC and delta encoding for multi-level redundancy detection. In fact, resemblance detection [4, 11] combined with delta encoding [12] is usually a more aggressive compression approach. However, finding similar or near identical files [13] is not an easy task.
Comparison results on delta encoding and chunking are provided in [14, 15] . In this paper, we adopt the concept of TTTD discussed in [TTTD paper] along with the simHash discussed in [simHash paper] to identify near identical files.
III. Methodology
The proposed approach involves computation of similarity among files. Files which are similar to each other are patched during the formation of the delta. This section covers the algorithms used for computation of similarity among files.
Subsection A gives a brief overview about the methods used for similarity computation. Subsection B covers the implementation details of the algorithm.
A. Overview
The method for creating FOTA delta involves various stages as shown in figure 1. The source FOTA and the target FOTA are taken as input. The files in the two folders that match in name are picked up and their patch is created directly. This is done on assumption that the files that have same name will have a large amount of redundant content. The files with dissimilar name are processed to find the pair of files with highest similarity. The pair of files that exceed the similarity threshold are sent for patching, while the files that do not qualify the threshold constraint are sent as it is in the FOTA delta.
The proposed approach consists of three stages: (1) Chunking or Feature Extraction, (2) Hashing, (3) Comparison. The approach involves similarity matching, which is a process of finding pairs of files in a large collection of files that are similar to each other. As the amount of data an investigator has to deal with is growing rapidly, it is not possible to look at each file by hand. Hence a smaller representation of the file needs to be made. Chunking: is a way of making a representative of a file of smaller size by breaking the file into a sequence of chunks. The well-known chunking approaches are fixed-length chunking and variable-length chunking (content-defined chunking). As names suggest, extracted chunks are of fixed size in fixed-length chunking and in variable-length chunking, chunk boundaries are determined by the local contents of the file. Hashing: Chunks or features selected from a large file needs to be matched from other files. Matching the chunks directly bit by bit is not convenient and will be complex. So we use similarity preserving hash functions. The chunks are hashed to an integer value using similarity preserving hash function. Hashing with similarity preserving hash function has the interesting property that hashes of similar features will be similar. Hashed chunks make comparison of files faster and easier.
Comparison: involves matching of set of hash values of files. Set intersection method is the most commonly used method for comparison of two files. The greater the intersection between the two sets, greater is the similarity of two files. The similarity score between two files is thus obtained.
B. Implementation
In this section we present implementation details of our proposed approach. We performed chunking of files using TTTD algorithm proposed by HP laboratory [16] at Palo Alto, California and to get break points of chunks and to get chunkhash values, we used simHash proposed in [17] .
TTTD algorithm picks chunks out of the original text using a variable window and divisors to find trigger points or break points. The break points mark the boundary of the chunk. It makes sure that the size of the chunk is neither very large nor very small. For this it uses thresholds. TTTD Algorithm uses four parameters, maximum threshold, minimum threshold, main divisor, and second divisor. We set their values to 200, 180, 540, and 270 respectively to get chunk size between 180 to 200 bytes. The maximum and minimum thresholds are used to eliminate very large-sized and very small-sized chunks. The main divisor can be used to make the chunk-size close to our
expected chunk-size. In usual, the value of the second divisor is half of the main divisor. Processing of each file for fingerprint calculation is done as shown in Fig. (2) . Aalgorithm starts by taking the very first byte in the window and it hashes it using simHash. It adds subsequent bytes one at a time to the window and computes the hash value using simHash. If the size from last breakpoint to current position is larger than minimum threshold, it starts to determine the breakpoint by second and main divisors. Before reaching the maximum threshold, if it can find a breakpoint by main divisor, then uses it as the chunk boundary. The sliding window starts afresh at this position and repeats the computation and comparison until the end of file. But when the window reaches the maximum threshold, it uses the backup breakpoint (the very last one) if it finds any one, otherwise it uses the maximum threshold as a breakpoint. The new window now starts from this position and the computation is repeated. We used simHash for hashing purpose. SimHash is a similarity preserving hash function. In simHash very similar files map to very similar, or even the same, hash key, and distance between keys give measure of the difference between files. In simHash, integer valued hash keys of substrings are produced. As shown in figure 3 , every character picked up by the window is mapped to its ASCII value and represented in binary form. We call this hash of a character. 
IV. Complexity Analysis
In this section, we present the complexity analysis of the proposed approach-chunking part is linear in terms of the size of the text in each file. O(C avg .lg(C avg )) for sorting of fingerprints for each file before comparison, where C avg is the average number of fingerprints selected from each file. Set intersection time is linear in average set size for each pair of files. There are several advantages of using this approach, like it performs better than the basic sliding window algorithm for chunking. We can control the average chunk size by changing the value of main divisor. Different tests can be performed with variable chunk sizes according to the data set we have. Along with these we have some limitation also, like size of a few percent of total chunks will be near to maximum threshold when main divisor or main divisor and second divisor are unable to find break point.
V. Results and Performance
The performance on given two firmware versions ranges widely depending on the average chunk size, which is a controllable parameter. In practice, we often start with a relatively small chunk size, e.g. 180-200 bytes, to get the better and true similarity scores. So this analysis will detect pairs of files that are similar due to shorter common sequences as well as larger common sequences.
A complete performance characterization with all implemented approaches is difficult to present. Results were compared with currently used tool at the Advance Software Lab, SRI-Noida, GOTA (Google-over-the-Air). We ran several tests for three FOTA pairs: 1) FOTA_I747MVLUFNE5_1718113_REV04_user_lo w_ship and FOTA_I747MVLUEMK5_2140838_REV04_user_lo w_ship shown as NE5 and MK5 in Table 2 . FOTA delta size of this pair using GOTA engine was 408MB (242MB patch files and 166MB original files). 2) (OXXCNG1 + XXUCNG1) and (VIMBNA1 + XXUBML4) shown as (NG1+NG1) and (NA1+ML4) in Table 2 . FOTA delta size of this pair using GOTA engine was 565MB (312MB patch files and 253MB original files).
3) FOTA_I9192DDUCNG1_2053775_REV01_user_lo
w_ship_MULTI_CERT and FOTA_I9192DDUCNF6_2053775_REV01_user_lo w_ship_MULTI_CERT shown as NG1 and NF6 in Table 2 . FOTA delta size of this pair using GOTA engine was 555KB (496KB patch files and 59KB original files).
We used two different patching tools, bsdiff and xdelta to make patch or diff files from one source and one target file. In GOTA engine, they are using sbdiff patching tool that is a bit more efficient then above mentioned two tools. Here we present some performance measures: As we can see in the Table (1), size of patched files is almost similar or slightly more than to the one we got from GOTA engine. So FOTA delta applying time on the device won't increase by an unacceptable factor.
Name
These measurements were performed on a SAMSUNG NP300E5V-A06NG Core i3 Laptop with a 2.50 GHz Intel processor and 4 GB RAM. As results are shown, we got significant amount of reduction in FOTA deltas as compared to GOTA engine.
VI. Conclusions and Future Directions
Various file similarity algorithm were studied and implemented. For chunking Two Threshold Two Divisor (TTTD) algorithm, Rabin's fingerprinting algorithm and selective fingerprinting algorithms were implemented. With Rabin's fingerprinting, rolling hash function was used and with other chunking algorithms simHash was used. We applied the algorithms on different Firmware-over-the-Air (FOTA) update files, which gave us the similar files among the two folders. So the similar files were sent to a patch making tool to create a Delta between the two FOTA folders. The size of the delta folder created was considerably reduced. We performed extensive experimental comparisons and the performance for each method was evaluated. The results obtained were promising and there is a great scope for future improvements also. 
